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Mechanisms of  Light Emission 

For atomic systems in thermal equilibrium with their surrounding, the emission of 

light is the result of: 

 Absorption 

 And subsequently, spontaneous emission of energy 

There is another process whereby the atom in an upper energy level can be 

stimulated in phase with the an incoming photon.  This process is: 

 Stimulated emission 

 It is an important process for laser action 

Therefore 3 process of light emission: 

 Absorption 

 Spontaneous Emission 

 Stimulated Emission 
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أن االورقاالخ انثالثح ذحصم فٓ انمادج تصُزج مسرمسج َتمعدل ثاتد نكم مىٍا عىد ثثُخ دزجح انحسازج أْ فٓ حانح االذصن 

 .َتمعسفح معامم مه انمعامالخ انثالثح ٔمكه حساب انمعامالخ األخسِ. انحسازْ

َحرّ وكثس شعاع  spontaneous emission  َabsorptionذىافس عمهٕرٓ  stimulated emissionأن عمهٕح  

َحرّ ٔرحقق  . فإوً ٔجة أن وصٔد معدل ٌري انعمهٕح تانىسثح نهعمهٕرٕه االخسذٕٕه stimulated emissionضُئٓ تُاسطح 

 .Population Inversion ٌَرا مأعسف تـ  E1ذنك فإوً ٔجة شٔادج كثافح االشعاع َذعداد انمسرُِ 

 

Components of lasers: 

 Active medium where an inverted population must be created 

 Energy pumping, continuous or in pulses, to sustain the inversion of 

population. 

 Optical resonator, to confine the light produced in a few cavity modes of the 

radiation field. 

 

 

Population inversion: 
When a sizable population of electrons resides in upper levels, this condition is called a 

"population inversion", and it sets the stage for stimulated emission of multiple photons. This is 

the precondition for the light amplification which occurs in a LASER and since the emitted 

photons have a definite time and phase relation to each other, the light has a high degree of 

coherence.  
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To generate population inversion, a multi level scheme is used: 

 

1) Atoms are pumped into the highest of three levels. 

2) Spontaneous de-excitation from the pump level to the metastable level. 

3) Laser emission between the metaestable level and the ground state. 

4) Alternatively, if a fourth excited level is included as lower laser level, which 

relaxes fast into ground state, lasing is favored since the bottom level involved is 

empty. 

Population Inversion  

stimulatedemission
thermal

equilibrium
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 Thermal Equilibrium  

From thermodynamics we know that a collection of atoms, at a temperature T [
0
K], in 

thermodynamic equilibrium with its surrounding, is distributed so that at each energy level there 

is on the average a certain number of atoms. 

  

The number of atoms (Ni) at specific energy level (Ei) is called Population Number.  

The Boltzmann equation determines the relation between the population number of a specific 

energy level and the temperature:  

Ni = const * exp (-Ei/kT) 

Ni = Population Number = number of atoms per unit volume at certain energy level Ei.  

k  = Boltzmann constant:  k = 1.38*10
23

 [Joule/
0
K].  

Ei = Energy of level i. We assume that Ei> Ei-1.  

Const = proportionality constant. It is not important when we consider population of one level 

compared to the population of another level.  

T = Temperature in degrees Kelvin [
0
K] (Absolute Temperature). 

 

The Boltzmann equation shows the dependence of the population number (Ni) on the energy 

level (Ei) at a temperature T.  

 

From this equation we see that:  

1. The higher the temperature, the higher the population number.  

2. The higher the energy level, the lower the population number. 

Relative Population (N2/N1)  

 The relative population (N2/N1) of two energy levels E2 compared to E1 is:  

N2/N1 = const* exp (-E2/kT)/ const* exp (-E1/kT)  
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N2/N1 = exp(-(E2-E1)/kT) 

The proportionality constant (const) is canceled by division of the two population numbers.  

 Conclusions:  

1. The relation between two population numbers (N2/N1) does not 

depend on the values of the energy levels E1 and E2, but only on 

the difference between them: E2- E1.  

2. For a certain energy difference, the higher the temperature, the 

bigger the relative population.  

3. The relative population can be between 0 and 1.  

The Figure below shows the population of each energy level at thermal equilibrium.  

 

 
 

 Population Numbers at "Normal Population" 
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Example:  

Calculate the ratio of the population numbers (N1, N2) for the two energy levels E2 

and E1 when the material is at room temperature (300
0
K), and the difference 

between the energy levels is 0.5 [eV]. What is the wavelength (l) of a photon 

which will be emitted in the transition from E2 to E1?  

Solution:  

When substituting the numbers in the equation, we get:  

 
= 4 * 10

-9
 

To calculate the wavelength:  

 

This wavelength is in the Near Infra-Red (NIR) spectrum. 

 

Population Inversion  

We saw that in a thermal equilibrium Boltzmann equation shows us that:  

N1 > N2 > N3 

Thus, the population numbers of higher energy levels are smaller than the 

population numbers of lower ones.  

This situation is called "Normal Population".   In a situation of normal population a 

photon impinging on the material will be absorbed, and raise an atom to a higher 

level.  
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In population inversion, at least one of the higher energy levels has more atoms 

than a lower energy level.  

An example is described in the Figure below. In this situation there are more atoms 

(N3) in an higher energy level (E3), than the number of atoms (N2) in a lower 

energy level (E2). 

 

  

 

"Normal Population" compared to "Population Inversion".  

 

The process of raising the number of excited atoms is called "Pumping".  

  

 Three Level Laser  

A schematic energy level diagram of a laser with three energy levels is the figure 

below.  

The two energy levels between which lasing occur are: the lower laser energy level 

(E1), and the upper laser energy level (E2).  
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Energy level diagram in a three level laser 

 To achieve lasing, energy must be pumped into the system to create population 

inversion. So that more atoms will be in energy level E2 than in the ground level 

(E1).  

Atoms are pumped from the ground state (E1) to energy level E3. They stay there 

for an average time of 10
-8

 [sec], and decay (usually with a non-radiative 

transition) to the metastable energy level E2.  

Since the lifetime of the metastable energy level (E2) is relatively long (of the order 

of 10
-3

 [sec], many atoms remain in this level.  

If the pumping is strong enough, then after pumping more than 50% of the atoms 

will be in energy level E2, a population inversion exists, and lasing can occur.  

   

Four Level Laser  

The schematic energy level diagram of a four level laser is shown in the figure 

below.  

Compared to the equivalent diagram of a three level laser, there is an extra energy 

level above the ground state. This extra energy level has a very short lifetime.               
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Energy level diagram in a four level laser 

 

The pumping operation of a four level laser is similar to the pumping of a three 

level laser. This is done by a rapid population of the upper laser level (E3), through 

the higher energy level (E4).  

To create population inversion, there is no need to pump more than 50% of the 

atoms to the upper laser level.  

 Advantages of four level lasers Compared to three level lasers:  

 The lasing threshold of a four level laser is lower.  

 The efficiency is higher.  

 Required pumping rate is lower.  

 Continuous operation is possible.  


